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ICC, Argentina Federal Court open
cases against Myanmar Junta leaders
Khalid Umar Malik

01 Jan 2022, 08:01 GMT+10

• According to a leaked government order, Myanmar's military junta has commanded its staff

not to receive any notices from international courts attempting to prosecute junta leaders.

• According to the directive issued on Monday, the staff cannot accept any letters from the

International Criminal Court (ICC) or the Argentinian Federal Court, both of which have

opened ...

• Last month, Argentina's justice system agreed to investigate charges that coup leader Min

Aung Hlaing and ve other top generals committed war crimes during military operations

targeti ...

YANGON, Myanmar - According to a leaked government order, Myanmar's military junta has
commanded its staff not to receive any notices from international courts attempting to
prosecute junta leaders.

According to the directive issued on Monday, the staff cannot accept any letters from the
International Criminal Court (ICC) or the Argentinian Federal Court, both of which have opened
cases against regime leaders for genocide and other significant crimes against humanity.

Last month, Argentina's justice system agreed to investigate charges that coup leader Min Aung
Hlaing and five other top generals committed war crimes during military operations targeting
Rohingya Muslims in 2017.

On December 16, the Burmese Rohingya Organization UK had its first hearing in the matter,
which featured testimony from the group's chair, Tun Khin.

"The evidence against Min Aung Hlaing and the Myanmar military is overwhelming and
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ISLAMABAD, Pakistan - Maj.
Gen. Babar Iftikhar, the
Director-General Inter-
Services Public Relations
(ISPR), said on Wednesday
that fencing of the ...
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irrefutable. They must answer for their crimes," Khin was reported as saying.

"It is important to remember that this is not just about the Rohingya people's quest for justice,
but for all people of Myanmar who have suffered at the hands of the military, not least since the
coup this year," Tun added.

Another rights organization, the Myanmar Accountability Project (MAP), announced earlier this
month that it had presented evidence to the International Criminal Court (ICC) of crimes
committed by Min Aung Hlaing since he seized power in February.

"The leader of the illegal coup is criminally responsible for the security forces under his
command committing mass atrocity crimes," Chris Gunness, the director of MAP, said.

"The prospects of a conviction are good, and we believe that grounds for issuing an arrest
warrant against Min Aung Hlaing are overwhelming," Chris added.
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SHAN STATE, Myanmar -
Following a battle on
Monday, the Myanmar
National Democratic
Alliance Army (MNDAA)
con scated many rearms
left ...
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DHAKA, Bangladesh - In a
lawsuit led under the
Narcotics Control Act, a
Dhaka court on
Wednesday led
accusations against ...
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KATHMANDU, Nepal - On
January 9, Prime Minister
Sher Bahadur Deuba will y
to New Delhi, from where
he will ...
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DHAKA, Bangladesh - Biman
Bangladesh Airlines has
slashed rates to a number
of Middle Eastern
destinations. According to
the national ...
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KATHMANDU, Nepal - On
Sunday, Mingma, Chhang
Dawa, and Tashi Lakpa
Sherpa, three brothers,
became the rst three
siblings and ...
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